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Procurement Manager 

Introduction 
Have you been looking for the right opportunity with a fast paced, high energy, fun and exciting, moving and shaking, on 
the way up, “I love my job” type of company? Apply Within! 
 
About the Company 
CablesAndKits is one of the fastest growing privately owned Cisco network equipment dealers in the US and the largest 
Cisco network accessory dealer in the world! We have been on the Inc 5000 list of Fastest Growing Companies five 
years in a row.  In 2013 we were #29 in our Industry. 
 
With a core focus in Cisco products we have established ourselves in a niche market that has given us strong roots in our 
industry. We continue to build both our core product lines and also auxiliary product lines including networking 
products, power products, and rack hardware related items. We are also constantly exploring and considering many new 
product lines as well. 

Overview 
CablesAndKits is currently seeking a Procurement Manager to bring experience and a passion for growth to our fast 
paced environment.   
  
The Procurement Manager will be responsible for the creation and direction of procurement strategic and operational 
plans. You will be responsible for the implementation of proven operational best practices in 
procurement/purchasing/logistics/product and inventory management. Your desire should be to achieve “Experts in 
Awesome” levels of service within your division. You should be a proven expert in your field, have a keen desire to raise 
up skilled service oriented team members, be a proven initiator, contract negotiator and have the ability to shape and 
create best practices with an eager but newly formed team. You should be an ambitious but practical, detail-oriented 
servant leader with strong quantitative analytical skills and bring innovative approaches to problem solving. 

 
  
Essential Duties 
 
Strategic Planning/ Assessments 

 Lead the annual and quarterly procurement strategic planning sessions to achieve company gross margin growth 
while being an initiator of product development. 

 Work with Leadership Team to optimize financial growth, model core values, and maintain company culture  
 You will be responsible for setting inventory goals, targets, managing and driving the purchasing P&L 
 

Oversight and Culture 
 Provide day-to-day guidance and leadership to the Product Management / Purchasing team, including assigning 

duties and monitoring performance through the implementation and refinement of metrics 
 Hire, train, develop and inspire the Purchasing/Product Management team to become ‘Experts in Awesome’. 
 Develop and maintain a high-performance CK culture in the department, resulting in continued success meeting 

functional KPIs and improved levels of customer service to internal and external customers 
 Refine current purchasing procedures and design and implement new ones to ensure departmental effectiveness 

and excellence 
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 Develop and implement Minimum & Economic Order Quantity philosophy and systems that balance variable costs 
with probability of future customer demand 

 Work internally with Product Managers and with other departments to develop systems of regularly monitoring and 
controlling, and frequently liquidating, overstock inventory 

 Oversee and control the quality of inventory by leading Product Managers to assist in the development and 
improvement of “conditioning” (finishing/packaging) processes and standards. 

 Work with Marketing and Warehouse leadership to ensure the highest quality packaging and presentation of 
products  

 Work closely with the Sales Director to analyze trends, identify new product offerings, opportunities to “sell before 
you buy” and to prepare for marketing efforts 
 

 
Buying/Negotiation Experience 

 Guide your team to develop a multi-vendor sourcing plan by product line/vendor to increase redundancy and 
reduce chances of out-of-stock conditions 

 Encourage, lead and assist Product Managers in the expansion of current and creation of new product lines 
 Guide your team to evaluate each current and all new product line and determine most efficient procurement 

strategy  
 Lead by example in negotiations with vendors, both current and future 
 Research and travel overseas as necessary to explore and take advantage of international sourcing opportunities  
 Provide for the legal and intellectual property protection of the company by exploring, designing and implementing 

proper international import guidelines 
 Foster deeper and more mutually beneficial relationships with suppliers through methods such as integrating 

technology for better visibility, negotiating inventory exchange agreements, and offering representation in 
marketing promotions  

 Drive continuous supplier cost, quality, delivery, and inventory commitment improvement 
 This role may require some level of domestic and international travel 
 Performs other duties as assigned 

  
Experience and other Qualifications 

 Bachelor’s degree (B.A./B.S.) in related field or 4+ years of experience in similar role 
 Must have technical aptitude –ideally has experience in a technology company or industry 
 Experience with forecasting and forecasting tools within an ERP environment. 
 Entrepreneurial ability to see opportunities for procurement and product development 
 Experience working with manufacturers and overseas vendors 
 Experience in interpreting and negotiating contracts  
 Demonstrated success in leading and motivating a team 
 Strong organizational, problem-solving, and analytical skills 
 Good judgment with the ability to make timely and sound decisions 
 Ability to handle multiple projects and meet deadlines 
 Experience with design and manufacturing of technology is ideal—cabling/telecom 
 Experience in using alternate sources of procuring products that may require a bidding process would be a plus 
 Asset recovery experience would be a plus 

 
Requirements 

 Compatibility with our Core Values and Core Purpose 
 Excellent written and verbal communication skills, both with customers and interoffice 
 Ability to work in a fast-paced environment and multitask between many software programs and methods of 

communication 
 Ability to sit and work at a computer for extended periods of time 

 
 
 



The perfect candidate: 
Because we are a small company, we feel that team members that share our Core Values are essential to our growth.  In 
the office we are all a team working towards a common goal and MUST be able to work together effectively. Here are 
the Core Values we share that make us who we are as a company:  
 
Do the Right Thing 
We do the right thing even when no one is watching. We abide by the highest moral and ethical standards and conduct 
ourselves with integrity and honesty. 
 

Serve Others 
We act with an “I’m for you” mentality and perpetually seek ways to assist others. We collaborate with humility and 
appreciation to positively impact our team, our customers, our vendors and others within our sphere of influence. 
 

Raise the Bar 
We encourage and celebrate continuous improvement. We not only meet and surpass expectations; we create them and 
provide extraordinary service, innovation, quality and attitude. 
 
Balance Life and Enjoy the Journey 
We don’t take ourselves too seriously. It’s not always about the destination; it’s about enjoying the ride. We have fun 
within the framework of our core values. 
 
 
Compensation 

 This is a salaried position based on experience  
 We offer a casual, flexible, team-oriented work environment.  Benefits after 30 Day Introductory Period include: 

company sponsored LTD and Life Insurance;  Health benefits with company contribution, holiday pay, paid time 
off (PTO), and Voluntary Vision, Dental and additional Life Insurance available.  After 90 days: 401K with 
company contribution 

 

 

We are a Drug-Free Workplace and all candidates must pass a drug screen and background/credit checks. 


